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features of the usb 2.0 vga adapter: support of full high-definition
resolutions up to 1920 x 1200 x 24 bit supports dual-link dvi port and a

second graphics card. vga adapter uses up to 2.8w of power consumption
(with dual-link dvi). usb connection supports the most popular computers

running windows xp, windows vista and windows server 2003. it is
possible to use different usb ports and have access to two additional

monitors multiple adapters is not supported. and, the driver is not the
latest. for this reason, we can not accept return of this driver. sorry. here

is the latest driver, please write and inform me your device id and you
request the driver. if you have any question, please feel free to call us.
thank you very much. driver is for windows 2000/windows xp/windows

vista (64bit). the interface is device dependent. before use please check
whether your device can be supported. driver for windows 2000/windows
xp/windows vista (32bit) is expected soon. supporting a double-link dvi

connector with usb 2.0, the usb 2.0 vga adapter lets you connect a
second monitor using a single usb 2.0 port. the usb 2.0 vga adapter can
be used for a myriad of different applications, including media-viewing
and gaming.0 vga adapter connects to your computer via the standard
usb 2.0 port, supporting the most popular windows operating systems,
including windows xp and windows vista. in order to get the maximum

performance, the most suitable operating system is windows xp (32 bit).
the driver of this vga adapter is the 64 bit version. it is fast, stable,

reliable and cost effective.
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another way to use usb is to connect a usb mouse, keyboard, or other usb
devices, into your laptop or pc, and use that to connect up things you'd

normally plug into the pci or pc card slot. for instance, you can use a usb
mouse with a laptop, and use it to navigate while you work. or you can do
the same thing with a usb keyboard, and use it to work on a desktop from

a laptop. this lets you avoid opening the pc and taking up space in the
case, and also lets you hook up an external usb printer (even an older

one) and use it. see a list of usb devices , and get their particulars from
newegg.com. most of these will work, but some won't. the biggest

problem i ever had with these was with the usb host controller, since i was
using a dell d430. but that problem has been corrected. very easy to use
usb devices. and lastly, let's say the power supply fails (for example, the
fan stops). usb still works, and so does the adapter. i may be a bit out of
my element when it comes to this, but i've been able to use my laptop

from a hotel room using the usb ports on the back. i've also put the
adapter into a desktop computer, and run it up for a month or so, and it's

still going strong (even in the little closet where the computer lives). in
windows vista and later, windows has a feature called usb selective

suspend, and in windows xp sp2 and later, the function usb hibernate,
which allows the usb root hub to be kept on during extended hibernation.

select enable the usb root hub to stay on during extended sleep or
hibernation. this will prevent the usb root hub from automatically

suspending. if you do not have this option you will see a warning that the
power state of the usb root hub cannot be set. 5ec8ef588b
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